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Comments

Bleu_Cheese_Pursuits • 41 points • 23 March, 2019 03:16 AM 

I saw the posters on the right for the first time recently, and they made me so pissed. Especially because
basically the way it works is that men are 80% of the tax base so if a girl doesn't trap a guy into state-enforced
slavery then men end up paying for the kid anyway. I'm fine with women being allowed to give up their kids
consequence-free but only if they are sterilized afterwards. Like I'm talking full hysterectomy though...like sorry,
you no longer have the privilege of procreating on my dime.

strongandhappy • 19 points • 23 March, 2019 02:27 AM 

God damn right.

ChiTownBob • 17 points • 23 March, 2019 06:41 AM 

Someone should file a civil rights lawsuit, similar to the one about the all male draft.

[deleted] • 12 points • 23 March, 2019 08:00 AM 

Society wants men to step up and raise a family while simultaneously making the laws surrounding it a
minefield. So many different ways to get screwed over and they act baffled when men would rather stay single
and play vidya or something. Like how can you be surprised I'm not proposing to one of the many promiscuous
women with kids already and tons of student loan debt (that they expect you to pay off for them like a REAL
MAN)?

bangbangpow1999 • 6 points • 23 March, 2019 03:10 AM 

kek

[deleted] • 4 points • 23 March, 2019 10:15 AM 

WOW! I never thought of this. Holy shit...

Stabby66 • 3 points • 23 March, 2019 12:19 PM 

You're going to prison for not paying child support, meanwhile women can literally murder children in their
womb with no repercussions

LiveTheTruth321 • 2 points • 23 March, 2019 01:52 PM 

This is viral quality. Good work.

worncete • 2 points • 23 March, 2019 02:03 PM 

The reason this happens is if women don't want to take care of a child, they murder it. When they get caught,
they play that they are the victim, and get off or light sentence. To prevent women from murdering babies, they
made it easy to give up.

AntiAbleism • 2 points • 23 March, 2019 03:27 PM 

Same thing for other things.

LogicThicc • 1 point • 25 June, 2019 07:05 AM 
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I would have to agree that it is unfair that a woman has the full authority to veto her offspring but a man does not
in the case of a woman claiming rights to motherhood.

In these types of situations as OP's meme I wish we had something like a "Galactic Law" of sci-fi proportions,
the same that marine and land law each have their domains. One thing that never ceases to frustrate me is the
sheer retardation of greater civilization.

A man should not be forced into fatherhood because a woman chooses motherhood; the child should be aborted.

Ideally, no child would be brought into the world by parents who both truly and genuinely will not lovingly raise
them together. Supporting and nurturing new life is no simple lifestyle and purpose either. It is especially
financially draining and if you are a woman even life threatening and body mutilating. My brother's friend's wife
died in childbirth.

I can't say I'm fond of women who would force a man into fatherhood and subject her child to a high risk
situation. If abortion is murder then what's to say for the double whammy of messing up two lives?

The number of children who, despite the odds, get to be raised in appropriate homes will never be an acceptable
exchange for the children who are not.

The number of men who embrace fatherhood with no regrets will never be an acceptable exchange for the men
whose lives are ruined or altered so viscously (as it was against their will).

Many a woman also become a mother and despise their new lifestyle, complicating matters further.

Punishment culture is really just cruel and unusual punishment. We have the technological means to abort
offspring and (enough of us) have the sense to use it or change the law to create a better world. Yet we're called
strange for being against forced reproduction and forced parenthood.

To continue, if the law won't allow for the child to be aborted (woman's will, religion, whtvr) then the man
should be entitled to aborting his financial assistance. This rubs me the wrong way though because if I don't
want someone to be born in the world with my DNA then it shouldn't happen. Period. That's something that by
nature men just don't have much control over.

Honestly, I think the way that society approaches parenthood and new life has to change. From the top down.
We can't just sterilize fertile people (they'd lose their shit) but we could make them take it all more seriously. We
really need a Reproductive Bill of Rights or something. At the very least higher child bearing standards ffs.

That's really all I had to say. Chao
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